### Interior/Exterior Applications

#### SL350 Series

**Two-compartment**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Construction**
- Fixture is constructed of extruded aluminum with a black polyester coating
- Graphic panels are .125” acrylic
- Metal sunscreen is integral with faceplate
- cULus listed, suitable for wet locations

**Copy**
- Readout copy is not visible unless compartment is energized
- Face has 4” (102mm) letters on bronze background
- Standard copy is **OPEN** in green and **CLOSED** in red
- Custom copy is available

**Electrical**
- Wired for high output LED modules and universal voltage drivers
- Separate circuit for each compartment

**Mounting**
- Surface sign mounts directly to recessed junction box, with four additional mounting holes
- Recessed sign housing has holes in sides for mounting

#### Side-by-Side Readout

- **Catalog Numbers**
  - **Wall**: SL351-W
  - **Ceiling**: SL351-C
  - **Recessed**: SL351-R

- **Lamps**
  - LED Green compartment (12.5 Watts)
  - LED Red compartment (18.8 Watts)

- **Options**
  - **Custom copy**: Add suffix -CC/ and specify copy requirement.
  - **Flasher**: For each compartment. Add suffix -FL.

#### Over/Under Readout

- **Catalog Number**
  - **Wall**: SL355-W
  - **Ceiling**: SL355-C
  - **Recessed**: SL355-R

- **Lamps**
  - LED Green compartment (12.5 Watts)
  - LED Red compartment (18.8 W)

- **Options**
  - **Custom copy**: Add suffix -CC/ and specify copy requirement.
  - **Flasher**: For each compartment. Add suffix -FL.